
1134MB

1327BE

1327SA 1134CV

1134MC

Traditional Crowd Control Post
 

Elegant & Classic
This Crowd Control System includes 
designs for use in upscale contemporary   
as well as traditional settings.

These posts and plush ropes are an ideal 
way to guide the movement of people in a 
dignified and elegant manner. Our deluxe 

posts feature maximum stability by using 
an extra heavy, low profile base. They have 
a hand crafted cover that is rolled under to 
help protect floors. The heavy gauge, large 
dia-meter upright tube is complete with a 
traditional Glaro crown and have a 
universal 4-way hook ring that accepts line 
ropes from any direction. Glaro's 
Traditional Crowd Control Posts are 

perhaps the sturdiest, most durable and 
best looking posts manufactured in 
America today.

As with all Glaro products, these Crowd 
Control Posts are designed to coordinate 
perfectly with all other Glaro products.  

Item Description Height Post Base   Weight Satin Aluminum (SA)  Mirror  Mirror 

   Dia. Dia.  Satin Brass (BE) Brass  Chrome 

      Satin Black (BK) (MB) (MC)

      

 TRADITIONAL POSTS
1134 Bell Base, Traditional Crown 38" 2" 11.5" 40 lbs  l l l

1327 Flat Base, Traditional Crown 38" 2" 14" 31 lbs  l — —

* Specify Designer Color Finish (from page 2) when ordering. 
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